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Abstract—With tremendous growing interests in Big Data systems, analyzing and facilitating their performance improvement become
increasingly important. Although there have much research efforts for improving Big Data systems performance, efficiently analysing
and diagnosing performance bottlenecks over these massively distributed systems remain a major challenge. In this paper, we propose
a spatio-temporal correlation analysis approach based on stage characteristic and distribution characteristic of Big Data applications,
which can associate the multi-level performance data fine-grained. On the basis of correlation data, we define some priori rules, select
features and vectorize the corresponding datasets for different performance bottlenecks, such as, workload imbalance, data skew,
abnormal node and outlier metrics. And then, we utilize the data and model driven algorithms for bottlenecks detection and diagnosis.
In addition, we design and develop a lightweight, extensible tool HybridTune, and validate the diagnosis effectiveness of our tool with
BigDataBench on several benchmark experiments in which the outperform state-of-the-art methods. Our experiments show that the
accuracy of abnormal/outlier detection we obtained reaches about 80%. At last, we report several Spark and Hadoop use cases, which
are demonstrated how HybridTune supports users to carry out the performance analysis and diagnosis efficiently on the Spark and
Hadoop applications, and our experiences demonstrate HybridTune can help users find the performance bottlenecks and provide
optimization recommendations.
Index Terms—Big Data systems, spatio-temporal correlation, feature vectorization, model & data driven diagnosis
✦
1 INTRODUCTION
R ECENT computing industry has witnessed an unprece-dented increasing popularity of Big Data. The growth
rate of the immense amount of data in our world is doubling
faster than ever, and it is estimated that 90% of the global
data has been created in the last two years [19]. All fields of
our lives are now extremely relying on desirable Big Data
platforms directly or indirectly, thus Big Data applications
like Hadoop [12], Spark [39], Dryad [20] and Storm [34]
that derive on-going business value became megatrends in
enterprises lately.
There is no doubt that any level of performance opti-
mization of Big Data systems in the current data-driven
society will greatly attract academia and industry concerns.
However, developing efficient performance analysis and
optimization for Big Data systems continues to be a big
challenge right now. Because Big Data systems are likely
to be constructed from thousands of distributed computing
machines, this means that performance issues may exist in
a wide variety of subsets or heterogeneous node config-
urations, such as processors, memory, disks and network;
Moreover, the entire software/hardware stacks of Big Data
applications are also very complicated and include hun-
dreds of adjustable parameters, which make performance
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analysis is more complex and needs fine-grained perfor-
mance data collection and multi-level data association. So
far the majority of state-of-the-art performance optimization
approaches of Big Data Systems has focused on performance
analysis [10] [16] [15] [32] [9] and Big Data systems tun-
ing [18], etc,. Although existing studies pay much efforts
on overall performance analysis of Big Data Systems in
particular, and have made substantial progress. The limita-
tions of fine-grained locating the root causes of performance
bottlenecks with multiple data associated during the life
cycle of applications still remain. Moreover, the pure data
driven diagnosis approach is promising for relatively simple
distributed applications, but it is very time-consuming and
difficult to be used in the complex Big Data systems. And
then, we explore and implement HybridTune, which is a
hybrid method that combining temporal-spatial data and
model. It not only fine-grained diagnose the performance
bottlenecks based on data characteristics, but also signifi-
cantly reduce the training time based on priori knowledge-
based model. Concretely, our main contributions are:
• We propose a spatio-temporal correlation analysis ap-
proach based on stage characteristic and distribu-
tion characteristic of Big Data application, which
can associate the multi-layer performance data fine-
grained. On the basis of correlation data, we carry
out feature selection and vectorization, define some
prior knowledge, and then use the data and model
driven approach for performance bottlenecks detec-
tion and diagnosis.
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Fig. 1. The Performance Diagnosis Approach based on Spatio-temporal Correlation.
• We design and develop a lightweight, extensible tool
HybridTune, with spatio-temporal correlation anal-
ysis and model & data driven diagnosis approach
for Big Data systems. Then we evaluate diagnosis
results of anomaly simulation on distributed sys-
tems, and validate the effectiveness of our tool with
BigDataBench on several benchmark experiments
in which the outperform state-of-the-art methods.
Our experiments show that the accuracy of abnor-
mal/outlier detection we obtained reaches about
80%.
• Additionally, we introduce several Spark and
Hadoop use cases, and we demonstrate how Hybrid-
Tune supports users to carry out the performance
analysis and diagnosis efficiently on the Spark and
Hadoop applications. Above all, our model-based
and data-driven detection and diagnosis methods
based on spatio-temporal correlation data signifi-
cantly helps to optimize the performance of appli-
cations on Big Data platform.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the characteristics of Big Data systems. Section 3
gives the details of our performance diagnosis methodol-
ogy. Section 4 present the implementation of HybridTune.
Section 5 present experiments and list experimental results.
Section 6 introduce some case studies. A brief discussion of
related works is presented in Section 7. Finally, concluding
thoughts are offered in Section 8.
2 CHARACTERISTICS OF BIG DATA SYSTEMS
The current Big Data systems have two different forms
for data processing: (1)batch processing systems, such as
Hadoop [12], Spark [39], Dryad [20], and so on; (2) stream
processing system, such as Storm [34] and Spark Stream-
ing [40], etc,. In general, these Big Data systems has two
characteristics as follows.
2.1 Temporal dimension: Stage Characteristics
For Big Data applications, we observe that the jobs on differ-
ent Big Data systems is generally executed in stages or in the
stage-like process, and tasks in the same stage are normally
executed by the same or similar code on the data partition.
For example, an Hadoop job executes in two stages: Map
and Reduce; In the map phase, several map tasks are exe-
cuted in parallel to process the corresponding input data.
After all map tasks finished, the intermediate results are
transferred to the reduce tasks for further processing. While
scheduling jobs, Spark splits stages and partition data, then
generating the DAG of stage dependency specifically, and
the tasks in one stage are executed by the same code and
portioned into various data fragments [39]. A Dryad job con-
tains a set of stages and each stage consists of an arbitrary
set of vertex (each vertex runs on a distinct data partition)
replicas, meanwhile all graph edges of the stage constitute
point-to-point communication channels [20]. Similarly, all
kinds of spout and bolt components of Storm can also be
regarded as the execution stages [34]. In addition, Spark
Streaming decomposes the batch data into a series of short
batch jobs based on Spark [40], so the Spark streaming jobs
are executed in stages like Spark jobs.
2.2 Spatial dimension: Distribution Characteristics
As Big Data systems are used for processing a huge amount
of data, a single node is impossible to complete the big
tasks in an effective time. So Big Data systems generally
use the large-scale distributed cluster architecture. They
mainly utilize the distributed file system or distributed
database to store data, and use parallel programming model
or distributed execution method to process/calculate jobs
or tasks, that is, the jobs or tasks of Big Data applications
will be scheduled into the various nodes in cluster. And the
distributed parallel architect distributes data across multiple
servers, and it can turbulence improve data processing
speeds. We can consider that, the Big Data applications have
distribution characteristics in spatial dimension.
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3 PERFORMANCE DIAGNOSIS BASED ON SPATIO-
TEMPORAL CORRELATION
3.1 Spatio-temporal Correlation
Generally speaking, jobs on Big Data systems are divided
into several stages, and each stage owns multiple tasks,
which can run on multiple distributed nodes. According to
the temporal and spatial characteristics of Big Data applica-
tions, we propose a spatio-temporal correlation approach that
involves with timestamp information and distributed nodes
information to process the data in multiple layers.
First, in order to implement association in temporal di-
mension, the time synchronization of cluster must be guar-
anteed. Here, the Network Time Protocol (NTP) protocol is
used to synchronize computer time in our Big Data systems.
Then, combined with the runtime of Big Data applications
and the resources utilization (such as, system-level perfor-
mance metrics and architecture-level performance metrics)
in distributed nodes, we classify the correlations between
applications and resources into three forms: (1) task-resource
correlation, (2) stage-resource correlation and (3) job-resource
correlation, according to the execution information (e.g., start
time, finish time, nodes of a task, nodes of a stage and nodes
of a job).
In our methodology, according to the stage character-
istics, we mainly use the stage-resource correlation method
based on spatio-temporal information for associating per-
formance metrics between different layers.
3.2 Feature Selection and Vectorization
From common sense, we can see that different performance
bottlenecks may lead to different behaviors at the perfor-
mance data level. So we select the corresponding features
and generate vectorization dataset for different performance
bottlenecks, such as workload imbalance, data skew, abnor-
mal node and outlier metrics, and the vectorization datasets
are as follows:
(1)Workload Imbalance: We choose the number
of tasks on nodes to describe the workload
behavior of applications, and build the dataset
Dataset(TNum)si={(nodek, TNumk)}si . Here, nodek
indicates the node k, 1 ≤ k ≤ p, and p is the total number
of nodes in cluster; TNumk indicates the task number on
node k.
(2)Skew data size: We choose the data size of each
task processed on each node, and build the dataset
Dataset(dataSize)si={(nodej , dataSizej)}si . Here, nodej
indicates to the node with task j execution, dataSizej
indicates to the data size that task j processes.
(3)Uneven data placement: In our implementation,
we utilize the comparison of data locality in different
tasks or on various nodes to determine whether the
uneven data placement exists or not. And we build
the datasetDataset(locality)si={(nodej , localityj, Dsij )}si .
Here, localityj indicates to the data locality of task j, D
si
j
indicates to the task runtime of task j in the stage si .
(4)Abnormal node: we convert collected performance
metrics into metrics vector −→v , and generate the metrics
vector dataset Dataset(−→v )si={(nodek,−→vk)}si . Here,−→vk={avg(metrick1), ..., avg(metrickn∗)} (avg(metrickn∗)
refers to the average value of metricn∗ , and n
∗ refers to the
n∗-th collected metrics.
(5)Outlier metrics: we build the matrix dataset
Dataset(X)si={(X)}si , and X is a mn∗ matrix at a stage,
columns n∗ refers to features number of collected met-
rics and rows m are collection times during a stage,
that is, each row in the matrix determines feature values
in a particular timestamp during a stage, for example,
metrictmn∗ refers to the metricn∗ at the timestamp tm.
X =


metrict11 metric
t1
2 ... metric
t1
n∗
metrict21 metric
t2
2 ... metric
t2
n∗
... ... ... ...
metrictm1 metric
tm
2 ... metric
tm
n∗


3.3 Bottlenecks Detection and Diagnosis
After the multi-level performance data is correlated through
the spatio-temporal correlation method, We propose the
automatic bottleneck detection and diagnosis approaches
for workload imbalance, data skew, abnormal node and
outlier metrics. For different types of bottlenecks, we first
select different features and vectorize these features, and
then utilize some model-based and data-driven algorithms
for detection or diagnosis.
3.3.1 Workload imbalance diagnosis
Occasionally, the volume of tasks in certain nodes is bigger
or smaller than others at one stage of a Big Data application,
or there is no execution on some slave nodes, we regard this
uneven distribution of workloads as workload imbalance.
In this section, we use the Dataset(TNum)si as the
input and propose an algorithm to detect whether the task
assignment of application is balanced. Specifically, to quan-
tify workload imbalance in stage, we first define BC ∗TNumsi
as the measurement of workload imbalance in stage si. The
balance coefficient (BC) refers to the degree of workload
imbalance which can be tolerated, TNumsi in Equation 1
indicates to the average number of tasks in stage si in the
cluster( with p slaves) after removing ultrashort tasks, and
TNumsik refers to the volume of tasks in the stage si on the
node k after removing ultrashort task. Since in some special
cases, stages with a number of ultrashort tasks (e.g., failed
tasks) running on its nodes greatly affects the judgment of
workload imbalance, for that reason we decide to eliminate
the ultrashort tasks.
TNumsi =
∑
TNumsik /p (1)
Then in every stage, in order to determine whether there
is workload imbalance in stage, we define Diff TNumk
to indicate the difference between TNumsik and TNum
si on
node k, if the absolute value |Diff TNumk| is greater than
the number of tolerated imbalanced tasks BC ∗ TNumsi ,
we consider that the workload on this node is imbalanced.
Moreover, if the sumDiff si is greater than BC ∗TNumsi ∗
p, we consider there is workload imbalance exist in a stage.
In addition, we also use T iltk in Equation 2 to represent the
tilt degree of task assignment on node k, which is applied to
detect the most imbalanced node through ranking methods.
T iltk = ||Diff TNumk| −BC ∗ TNumsi| (2)
Further more, we assume that the stage number of the
job J is SNumsi , and define Ratio UB to indicate the
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ratio of imbalance stage in a job, which is the propor-
tion of the unbalanced stage to the total stage number. If
Ratio UB > Th UB (here, Th UB is a threshold of the
job having workload imbalance, which can be set by users),
we consider that the job J has workload imbalance. And
the Algorithm 1 describe how to determine the workload
imbalance in stage si and job J .
Algorithm 1 Algorithm of Determining Workload Imbal-
ance
Input:
Dataset(TNum)si ,BC,Th UB,J
Output:
unbalanced si, top (T ilt k, k),Ratio UB
1: Ratio UB = 0;
2: Count UB = 0;
3: for i = 1;i < n;i++ do
4: Set Diff si = 0
5: for k = 1;k < p;k ++ do
6: Diff TNumk = TNum
si
k − TNumsi ;
7: Diff si = Diff si + |Diff TNumk|;
8: T iltk = ||Diff TNumk| −BC ∗ TNumsi|;
9: Save T iltk into key-value list (T iltk, k);
10: end for
11: if Diff si > BC ∗ TNumsi ∗ p then
12: print ”Task assignment at stage si is unbal-
anced”;
13: Sort (T iltk, k) from large to small;
14: Output the top (T iltk, k);
15: Count UB ++;
16: end if
17: end for
18: Ratio UB=
Count UB
SNumsi
19: if Ratio UB > Th UB then
20: Print ” Task assignment of job J is unbalanced”;
21: end if
3.3.2 Data skew diagnosis
Data skew mainly includes two situations: skew data size
and uneven data placement.
Algorithm 2 Skew Data Size Detection Algorithm
Input:
Dataset(dataSize)si,Th size
Output:
The task or node that have skew data size
1: Calculatemedian(dataSizesi);
2: Calculate the average value of data size that tasks pro-
cess on the node k: dataSizek;
3: if dataSizej/median(dataSize
si) > Th size then
4: Print ”the data size of task j is skew”;
5: end if
6: if dataSizek/median(dataSize
si) > Th size then
7: Print ”the node k has data size skew”;
8: end if
3.3.2.1 Skew data size diagnosis: From existing ex-
perience, data skew phenomenon would exist in a task if the
data size of the processing task is much larger or smaller
than other tasks in the stage. And similar phenomenon
exists in a node if the average size of data is far different
from other nodes in a stage, furthermore, data skew of a
stage would be deemed to be in existence if data skew was
found in the task or node on this stage.
To measure the size of skew data, we use
Dataset(dataSize)si={(nodej , dataSizej)}si as input,
and then we calculate the ratio of data size to the median
value of data size median(dataSizesi), afterwards the
result of value comparison of the ratio and the threshold
Th size helps us to measure skew data size. Algorithm 2
describes the skew data size detection algorithm.
Algorithm 3 Uneven Data Placement Detection based on
Euclidean Distance Outlier Algorithm
Input:
Dataset(locality)si
Output:
Ratio(localityl, k)
1: Calculatemedian(Dsi), standard deviation std(Dsi );
2: Calculate the distance dis from each Dsij to
median(Dsi): disj = D
si
j −median(Dsi );
3: for j = 1; j < Numsi ; j ++ do
4: Summarize: sum(dis) =
∑
(disj);
5: Calculate the mean value of dis: mean(dis);
6: if |disj | > mean(dis) then
7: Put Dsij into the suspicion group SuspG;
8: end if
9: end for
10: for each Dsij in SuspG do
11: if ||disj | −mean(dis)| > std(Dsi) ∗ 1.96 then
12: Put this Dsij into outlier list(D);
13: Find the corresponding nodej and localityj of this
Dsij ;
14: end if
15: end for
16: Ratio UP=0;
17: for k = 1; k < p; k ++ do
18: for each localityl in locality categories do
19: Calculate Num(oulierD)locality
l
k ;
20: Calculate Ratio(localityl, k);
21: if Ratio(localityl, k) > 0 then
22: Output Ratio(localityl, k),and its corresponding
node k and localityl, which has uneven data
placement.
23: end if
24: end for
25: end for
3.3.2.2 Uneven data placement diagnosis: Data
placement is another critical factor for task runtime and
workload imbalance. Because the cluster hardware and
workloads are different in the distributed cluster environ-
ment, the partitioned data may be placed unevenly, and the
task runtime can be very different. In order to find uneven
data placement, we focus on the data locality of Big Data
systems.
At the very beginning, we obtain Dataset(locality)si ,
and then we classify the runtime of localities into two
categories by outlier detection algorithm of Euclidean
distance, definitely the abnormal runtime (oulierDsij ) is
much longer than the normal runtime. Next, we deter-
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mine whether the data placement leads to abnormal run-
time or not, by setting several different weights for dis-
tinct localities given the priority of locality. localityl and
pri(localityl) are utilized here to infer to categories of
locality and weights of locality respectively, for example,
we set pri(RACK LOCAL/NODE LOCALITY )=1,
pri(ANY/OFF SWITCH)=2, and some weights are set
as 0 ( 0 means these localities are not supposed to cause
uneven problems of the data placement). Meanwhile, we
calculate Num(oulierD)locality
l
k , which refers to the num-
ber of abnormal runtime of localityl on node k. In ad-
dition, we define Ratio(localityl, k) in Equation 3, and it
indicates to the ratio of uneven data placement on a node.
When Ratio(localityl, k) is bigger than 0, the uneven data
placement occurs. The uneven data placement detection
algorithm is based on Euclidean distance, and the the whole
procedure is demonstrated in Algorithm 3.
Ratio(localityl, k) =
Num(oulierD)locality
l
k
Numsi
∗ pri(localityl)
(3)
3.3.3 Abnormal node diagnosis
Execution behaviors of various tasks at the same stage
show striking similarity while these tasks running on the
homogeneous cluster, thus characteristics of nodes in the
homogeneous cluster at one stage are supposed to be anal-
ogous. When a node shows significantly different character-
istics compared to other nodes at the same stage, the node
would be regarded as an abnormal node with the potential
bottleneck. In this section, we figure out cosine similarity
between nodes to check abnormal machines.
First of all, we obtain Dataset(−→v )si , and then we cal-
culate the cosine similarity between the metrics vector on
node k (−→vk) and node k∗ (−→vk∗ ), as can be seen in Equation 4.
The closer the cosine value is to 1, the smaller angle between
two vectors and the more similar nodes we get.
simi(−→vk,−→vk∗) = cos (θ) =
−→vk · −→vk∗
||−→vk|| ∗ ||−→vk∗ || (4)
For the sake of detecting the abnormal node, we abandon
pairwise comparison method that lacks intuitive results,
instead, we measure the average similarity simi(−→vk,−−−−→vothers)
between each node and all rest nodes shown in Equation 5.
If simi(−→vk,−−−−→vothers) of node k is smaller than a specified
similarity threshold Th simi, then the node k is regarded
as an abnormal node. Here, {Slaves \ k} refers to slave nodes
set without node k.
simi(−→vk,−−−−→vothers) =
∑
node∈{Slaves\k} simi(
−→vk,−−−→vnode)
p− 1 (5)
3.3.4 Outlier metrics diagnosis
Generally, if there are abnormal nodes during a stage, at the
micro level, by observing from micro-level, individual met-
rics of abnormal nodes always have abnormal states; Even
if some nodes only subject to interferences, the interfered
metrics will also behave differently; So the metrics whose
behaviors have a greater difference between the metrics’s
behaviors on other nodes, which are regarded as outlier
metrics. In this section, we compare the differences between
the principal component metrics at each node in the cluster,
and try to find the root cause of performance bottlenecks by
observing the anomalies of metrics.
3.3.4.1 Principal Component Analysis: According
to the observations, we learn that not all performance
metrics are closely associated with performance anomalies,
for some metrics remain stable even an outlier appears.
Furthermore, different applications and stages are sensitive
to different metrics, hence we use principal component
analysis (PCA) [36] for relevant metrics selection. In general
terms, PCA uses an orthogonal transformation to convert
to a large set of data observations. The number of prin-
cipal components is usually less than or equal to original
variables, and the first principal component accounts for
the most variability in the data. Before using PCA, we first
construct the dataset Dataset(X)si . For the matrix X , the
principal components {cw}n∗w=1 can be obtained from Equa-
tion cw = argmax||x||=1||(X −
∑w−1
s=1 Xcscs
T )x||, they are
the n∗ eigenvectors of the covariance matrix CM =
1
m
XTX [17].
In addition, the cumulative contribution rate of PCA is
used in our evaluation for selecting and determining an
appropriate dimension of eigenspace. The rate formula is
CCRated =
∑
d
w=1
cw
∑
n∗
w=1
cw
, and d represents the top d principal
components.
3.3.4.2 Time Series Transformation: We use
METRICsikt = {metrick1,metrick2, ...,metrickN}si to
represents the time series of principal component metrics
during stage si and on node k, and the length of the time
span is N . Obviously, where there is a time point, there
is a metric value. To accomplish the data set reduction
for outlier detection, we introduce two different methods
of time-frequency transformation for input data, and the
details of both two transformations are described as follows:
(1)Mean Value. Average value comparison of the per-
formance metric on different nodes is a typical approach
for time series transformation. If there are substantial differ-
ences in average value of one performance metric between
certain nodes and other nodes, then we believe that this
performance metric is a potential key metric, the calculation
method is shown in Formula 6.
mean(METRICsikt) =
∑N
t=1metrickt
N
(6)
(2)Fast Fourier Transform. Phase the phase difference be-
tween sequences in time domain can result poorly when
doing similarity comparison of original signal on time do-
main, thus transforming original data from time domain
to frequency domain is an ideal try to eliminate problems
of phase difference. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is often
utilized to transform original data from time-space domain
to frequency domain and vice versa, and is an efficient
method for a sequence to compute its Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT). Formula7 is a DFT equation, where Ar
is the r-th coefficient of the DFT, andmetrickt denotes the t-
th sample of the time series which consists of T samples,
and ι =
√−1 [8]. More over, an FFT rapidly computes
such transformations by factorizing the DFT matrix into a
product of sparse (mostly zero) factors. As a result, FFT
manages to reduce the complexity of computing the DFT
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fromO(n2), which arises if one simply applies the definition
of DFT, to O(n log n), where n is the data size.
Ar =
N∑
t=1
metrickte
−2piιrt
N r = 1, 2, ....N (7)
By using the above two transformations, for all slaves
of a stage, we get a reduction data set meanSet(metricsi)
or fftSet(metricsi), which is used for outlier detection.
In subsequent experiments, we will further compare the
detection results of using the two transformations.
Algorithm 4 Time Series Transformation
Input:
Time series of principal component metricsMETRICsikt
Output:
Reduction data set:
meanSet(metricsi) or fftSet(metricsi)
1: for k = 1;k < p;k ++ do
2: if Calculatemean(METRICsikt) then
3: OutputmeanSet(metricsi)
4: end if
5: if Calculate fft(METRICsikt) then
6: Output fftSet(metricsi)
7: end if
8: end for
3.3.4.3 Normalization: Different performance met-
rics in a cluster normally have varied sizes and units. For
instance, the units of cpu usage and mem usage are per-
centage(%), and its value is between zero and one. However,
the units of diskR band and netS band may be MB/s,
which is so different with the percentage. To adjust metrics
measured at the stage on different scales to a common scale
notionally, normalization [2] is applied into the data prepro-
cessing, with the help of that, it would be more normal to
process the data with consistent statistical properties.
In this section, we use the linear Min-Max Normalization
to convert the original metrics into values range from 0
to 1. Formula 8 is the transformation expression, y is a
sample in meanSet(metricsi) or fftSet(metricsi), and
max is the maximum value of the samples, min is the
maximum value of the samples. However, the disadvantage
of this normalization method is that max and min might be
redefined when inputting the extra new data.
y∗ =
y −min
max−min (8)
3.3.4.4 Outlier detection: In statistics, an outlier is
an observation point that is distant from other observa-
tions [3]. In this section, we propose an unsupervised
method combing with distance and magnitude algorithm
for outlier detection to distinguish the metrics that do not
belong any expected pattern in the dataset or show certain
similarities with other metrics.
Our distance-based outlier model borrow ideas from the
distribution-based approaches, it is also suitable for situa-
tions where the observed distribution does not fit any stan-
dard distribution [23]. Specifically, an object o in a dataset
D is anDB(pct, dmin)-outlier, if at least a fraction pct of all
data objects inD lies greater than distance dmin from o. We
Algorithm 5 An Outlier Detection Algorithm Based on
Distance and Magnitude
Input:
NormalizedmeanSet(metricsi) or fftSet(metricsi)
Output:
Outlier metrics
1: if min−max <= −2 log(10) then
2: log(10) conversion for input data set
3: Call the magnitude-based outlier algorithm:
4: (1)Find the center of mass(median);
5: (2)Calculate the distance dis from each point to the
center of mass
6: if dis > avg(dis) then
7: Add the point into the suspicion group SuspG
8: end if
9: (3)Compute the distance dis(SuspG) from the point
in SuspG to the center of mass;
10: if (dis(SuspG)− avg(dis)) > variance then
11: This point in SuspG is counted as outlier.
12: end if
13: else
14: Call the distance-based outlier algorithm:
15: (1)Select the maximum and minimum values for the
current point in class A and B;
16: (2)Calculate the distance dis(A) and dis(B) from each
point to the two current points;
17: if dis(A) < Th knn then
18: Assign the point to class A;
19: else
20: Assign the point to class B;
21: end if
22: if Num(A) < Num(B) then
23: (3)Compute the distance dis(a,B) from the point in
A to the class B (the representative point of class B);
24: if dis(a,B) > dmin then
25: This point a is counted as outlier.
26: end if
27: else
28: (3)Compute the distance dis(b, A) from the point in
B to the class A (the representative point of class A);
29: if dis(b, A) >= dmin then
30: This point b is counted as outlier.
31: end if
32: end if
33: end if
use the term DB(pct, dmin)-outlier as shorthand notation
for a Distance-Based outlier (detected using parameters pct
and dmin). Of course, the choice of parameters pct and
dmin, and validity checking (i.e., deciding whether each
DB(pct, dmin)-outlier is a real outlier), requires expert.
Even though our distance-based outlier algorithm with
appropriate parameter settings is able to detect most of
outliers in the dataset, some outliers could still be missed.
For instance, the normalized mean value of cpu usage on
each node is [ hw073: 0.006838, hw106: 0.15604399, hw114:
0.17810599 ] respectively, however, there would exist no
outlier as setting dmin equal to 0.5 and pct equal to 1.
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Actually, we could consider 0.006838 as an outlier value
here. To make our outlier detection model still work in
this case, we apply logarithm method (e.g., log(10)) in the
beginning to obtain datas order of magnitude by transform-
ing the original data, for example, the order of magnitude
on several nodes [ hw073: -2, hw106: 0, hw114: 0 ] shows
significant disparity, we can suppose hw073 is a potential
outlier, then the remaining two nodes would be analyzed
through distance-based detection algorithm.
Algorithm 5 is the detailed pseudo-code, and describe
the outlier detection algorithm based on distance and mag-
nitude. In this algorithm, we predefine the parameters pct
as a default value 1, and dmin is adjustable. In addition,
we use two methods to calculate the representative point of
class A or B, one method is computing the max/min value
of larger class, the other method is computing the median
value of larger class. In the subsequent experiments, we will
compare the results of outlier detection by the max/min
value method and the median value method with different
dmin for larger class.
4 HYBRIDTUNE IMPLEMENTATION
Based on our general performance diagnosis approach,
we have implemented HybridTune, a scalable, lightweight,
model-based and data-driven performance diagnosis tools
utilizing spatio-temporal correlation. In this section, we de-
scribe the implementation of HybridTune, and the workflow
of HybridTune is shown in Fig. 2.
4.1 Data Collection
We use the data collector of BDtune [31] to gather the perfor-
mance information and application logs from the software
stack of Big Data systems at different levels. Specifically, the
data collector can collect architecture-level metrics, system-
level metrics and application logs. Hardware Performance
Monitoring Unit (PMU) and Perf [4] are used for data
sampling of architecture-level metrics in data collector, and
metrics consists of instruction ratio, instructions per cycle
(IPC), cache miss, translation lookaside buffer (TLB) miss,
etc. Then, we use Hmonitor [31] to collect raw data from
the filesystem /proc, which provides key parameters (e.g.,
CPU usage, memory access, disk I/O bandwidth, network
bandwidth) of system performance. Furthermore, we use
log collection tools to collect the application logs (e.g., his-
tory job logs of Spark and Hadoop). Table 1 lists the detailed
collecting information.
4.2 Data Preprocessing
It is so important for performance analysis to efficient data
preprocessing, since log files and performance data with
non-uniform formats are generally collected from different
nodes. Therefore, we parse the performance data and appli-
cation logs, and then unify the data format, preprocess the
raw data and load the data into our MySQL database.
4.2.1 Data Parsing
In order to deal with different log formats of applications,we
establish various log parsing templates compatible with dif-
ferent applications logs. In our implementation, we collected
TABLE 1
The format of Application Logs, Raw Architecture-level Metrics and
System-level Metrics.
The format of Application history job logs:
{”Event” : ”SparkListenerTaskEnd” , ”Stage ID” : 0,
”Stage Attempt ID” :0, ”Task Type” :”ShuffleMap-
Task”,”Task End Reason” :{”Reason”:”Success”},”Task
Info”:{”Task ID”:2,”Index”:2,”Attempt”:0,”Launch Time”
:1456896044081,”Executor ID”:”0”,”Host”:”hw073”,”Locality”:
”PROCESS LOCAL”,”Speculative”:false,”Getting Result
Time”:0,”Finish Time”:1456896045955,”Failed”:false, ”Accumu-
lables”:[{”ID”:1,”Name”:”peakExecutionMemory”,”Update”:”920
”,”Value”:”920”,”Internal”:true}]},”Task Metrics”:{”Host
Name”:”hw073”,”Executor Deserialize Time”:1548,”Executor
Run Time”:147,”Result Size”:1094,”JVM GC Time”:0,”Result
Serialization Time”:21,”Memory Bytes Spilled”:0,”Disk
Bytes Spilled”:0,”Shuffle Write Metrics”:{”Shuffle Bytes
Written”:26,”Shuffle Write Time”:4201900,”Shuffle Records
Written”:1}}}
The format of Raw Architecture-Level Metrics:
timestamp cycle ins L2 miss L2 refe L3 miss L3 refe DTLB miss
ITLB miss L1I miss L1I hit MLP MUL ins DIV ins FP ins
LOAD ins STORE ins BR ins BR miss unc read unc write
The format of Raw System-Level Metrics:
timestamp usr nice sys idle iowait irq softirq intr ctx procs
running blocked mem total free buffers cached swap cached
active inactive swaptotal swap free pgin pgout pgfault pgmaj-
fault active conn passive conn rbytes rpackets rerrs rdrop sbytes
spackets serrs sdrop read read merged read sectors read time
write write merged write sectors write time progress io io time
io time weighted
the history job logs of Hadoop and Spark, which are json
formats and record various information about jobs’ run.
Then we parse and extract some useful application data
from these history job logs, for example:
• Runtime information: The submission time, comple-
tion time and runtime of jobs, stages and tasks.
• Dataflow information: The data flow information
between nodes in each stage of jobs, includes the
reading and writing data, reading and writing time,
input and output data of tasks, and so on.
• Application configuration information: The configu-
ration parameter information of Hadoop/Spark, etc,.
• Job Runtime Parameters: Job-level parameters and
task-level parameters, for example, the ”counters”
information of Hadoop and the ”task metrics” in-
formation of Spark.
Simultaneously, we use the collected raw metrics to
calculate the selected performance metrics which are shown
in Table 2. For different performance metrics, there are
different calculation methods, such as cpu usage can be
calculated by these metrics usr, nice, sys, idle, iowait, irq
and softirq [1]. In this section, the calculation formulas are
not described in detail.
4.2.2 Data Storage
In addition, we design a tagging mechanism and propose
an incremental table approach to match the scalability need
of date aggregation and storage. Specifically, we set cor-
responding labels for tables of different applications, for
instance, if label Type F lag = 0, then the tables represent
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Fig. 2. The workflow of HybridTune.
TABLE 2
The Selected Performance Metrics.
Layer Metrics Description
System
level
cpu usage CPU utilizations
mem usage Memory usage
ioWaitRatio Percentage of CPU time spent by IO
wait
weighted io Average weighted disk io time
diskR band Disk Read Bandwidth
diskW band Disk Write Bandwidth
netS band Network Send Bandwidth
netR band Network Receive Bandwidth
Architecture
level
IPC Instructions Per Cycle
L2 MPKI Misses Per Kilo Instructions of L2
Cache
L3 MPKI Misses Per Kilo Instructions of L3
Cache
L1I MPKI Misses Per Kilo Instructions of L1I
Cache
ITLB MPKI Misses Per Kilo Instructions of ITLB
DTLB MPKI Misses Per Kilo Instructions of DTLB
MUL Ratio MUL operation’ percentage
DIV Ratio DIV operation’ percentage
FP Ratio Floating point operations’ percentage
LOAD Ratio Ratio of LOAD Operation
STORE Ratio Store operations’ percentage
BR Ratio Branch operations’ percentage
the parsed Hadoop log contents, if Type F lag = 1, we
know that tables store the parsed Spark logs. Moreover, we
provide public table interfaces and unique table interfaces
for different application logs, because the contents of ap-
plication logs are not always the same. For example, both
Hadoop and Spark consist of public table interfaces like app
table, job table, stage table and task table. The unique table
interfaces for Hadoop are task attempt table and counters
table, unlike Hadoop, Sparks unique table interfaces are rdd
table and task metrics table, and so on. When collecting
Storm logs and storing parsed data into MySQL, the data
preprocessor needs to adjust its log parsing template that
only for Storm applications, then it creates unique tables of
Storm, parsing data, preprocessing raw data, loading data
into existed public tables and its unique tables, and setting
Type F lag.
4.3 Data & Model Driven Performance Diagnosis
After data preprocessing, performance diagnosis model
would undertake the specific analysis and diagnosis works.
Our performance diagnosis model is equipped with a
plug-in mechanism, which enables the analysis engine to
adapt different application occasions and different diagno-
sis methods. Among these plug-in mechanisms, some are
universal (e.g., statistical analysis of performance metrics),
while some are application-specific (e.g., critical path com-
puting of different jobs).
Specifically, the workflow of performance diagnosis
method comprises three main step: (1) spatio-temporal cor-
relation, (2) feature selection and vectorization and using
the data driven approach / defining prior knowledge and
using the model driven approach, (3) bottlenecks diagnosis.
The details are described in section 3.
5 EVALUATIONS
5.1 Experiment Settings
The Hadoop cluster used in our experiment consists of
one master machine and six slave machines, the Resource
Manager and Name Node modules are deployed on the
master node, the Node Manager and Data Node only run on
the slave node. Furthermore, we deploy our Spark cluster
on the Hadoop Yarn framework, the Master module runs
on the master machine, and the Workers executes on slave
machines. In our cluster, we use NTP (Network Time Pro-
tocol) service to ensure clock synchronization across nodes,
Table 3 details the server configurations of our cluster. In
addition, the evaluations about impacts of configurations
on system performance are not included in this paper, thus
our machines in the cluster are homogeneous machines with
the same machine configurations and cluster configuration
parameters.
5.2 Anomaly Simulation
To further determine whether or not workload imbalances,
straggler nodes, data skew and abnormal machine states
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TABLE 3
Server configurations
Processor Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5645@2.40GHz
Disk 8 Seagate Constellation ES (SATA 6Gb/s)-
ST1000NM0011 [1.00 TB]
Memory 32GB per server
Network Broadcom Corporation NetXtreme II BCM5709
Gigabit Ethernet (rev 20)
Kernel Linux Kernel 3.11.10
exist, and evaluate the effectiveness of our automatic diag-
nosis tool for performance bottleneck detection, we decide
to simulate anomalies by the following methods:
(1) Reduce the computing power of some nodes. For
example, you can attempt to disable a core in a multi-core
machine. However, this does not work for a few certain
cores, like the core 0. And disabling too many cores would
result in a system crash.
(2) Make disk storage imbalance. E.g., filling the space of
disks on some nodes with data.
(3) Mix interference workloads. In our experiment, Linux
stress testing tool —— Stress [5] is utilized to impose extra
load on CPU, memory, IO and disk.
(4) Cache flusher adjustment. We use a cache flusher to
load certain volume of data according to sizes of the last-
level cache, for inserting cache anomalies.
5.3 Anomaly detection Evaluation Results
In the section, over 90 programs on 342 stages are tested
and executed. We also try a number of workload executions,
e.g., Wordcount, Grep, Sort, K-means on BigDataBench,
FPGrowgh and PrefixSpan on Spark MLlib [26]. Due to the
bottlenecks at application level (such as workload imbalance
and data skew) may be related to the users’ subjective
view even more, so we plan to use the artificially setting
threshold, for example, we can set BC=0.1, Th UB=0.6 and
Th size=1.5 [31]. Here, we mainly evaluate the threshold
selection of abnormal node and outlier metrics, as well as
the effect of outlier detection.
5.3.1 Abnormal node determine
To determine whether or not node k is an abnormal node,
we compare simi(−→vk,−−−−→vothers) (formula 5 in section 3.3.3)
with the predefined threshold Th simi. If the similarity
value is smaller than the threshold, then the node is judged
as an abnormal node.As for how to set the size of threshold
Th simi, we utilize formula 9 to measure the proportion
of real abnormal nodes in the detected abnormal nodes
detected just by predefined threshold Th simi, and the
results are shown in Figure 3.
Ratio(Abnormal Node) =
# of abnormal nodes
# of detected abnormal nodes
(9)
5.3.2 Selection of principal components
The results of outlier metrics detection are often affected by
the dimension of principal component metrics. To determine
an appropriate dimension for the eigenspace, we decide
to use the cumulative contribution rate CCRated to help
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Fig. 3. The results of Ratio(Abnormal Node).
selecting principal components. First we de?ne PCi as the
i-th principal component, then we calculate the ratio of
a certain performance metric Mx to principal component
PCi, as shown in formula 10. We discover that the prin-
cipal component PCi always belongs to several particular
performance metrics.
Ratio(Mx, PCi) =
# of Mx that is PCi
# of PCi
(10)
We can see various average eigenvector values, the
cumulative contribute rate of performance metrics and
Ratio(PCi, PCA) from Figure 4. Ratio(PCi, PCA) here
refers to the proportion of a principal component PCi to
the total number of PCA, which is illustrated in formula 11.
Figure 4 also show the different results of principal com-
ponents selection while setting the cumulative contribution
rate as 0.9, 0.95 and 0.99. If we choose 0.9 as the cumulative
contribution rate, the principal components would involve
metrics from PC1 to PC10, and among them, only PC9 met-
ric and PC10 metric belongs to architecture-level metrics.
However, if our cumulative contribution rate equals to 0.95,
a few system-level metrics and architecture-level metrics are
selected as the principal components. Furthermore, when
the cumulative contribution rate is 0.99, almost all metrics
would be contained in principal components, this makes the
cumulative contribution rate become meaningless. Above
all, we choose 0.95 as the cumulative contribution rate for
our principal components selection.
Ratio(PCi, PCA) =
# of Mx which is PCi
# of PCA
(11)
5.3.3 The effect of outlier detection
We evaluate the effectiveness of outlier metrics detec-
tion through three indicators: Precision, Recall and Accu-
racy [35]. Precision means the exactness of outlier detec-
tion, the higher the precision we have, the lower the rate of
false alarms we get. Recall indicates to the completeness
of detection, the higher the recall is, the lower the false
negative rate we obtain. Nevertheless, only a precision or a
separate recall is incapable of evaluating the effectiveness of
an anomaly detection method. Therefore, we introduce the
Accuracy (the harmonic mean of Precision and Recall) to
measure outlier metrics detection.
Precision =
# of successful detections
# of total alarms
(12)
Recall =
# of successful detections
# of total outliers
(13)
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Fig. 5. The effectiveness of outlier detection when using Mean-Value
transformation.
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Fig. 6. The effectiveness of outlier detection when using FFT transformation.
Accuracy =
2 ∗ Precision ∗Recall
Precision+Recall
(14)
We can see the similar results of the outlier metrics detec-
tion by Mean-Value transformation and FFT transformation
from figure 5 and figure 6 respectively. If we utilize the
median value to represent larger class, then Precision is
higher than Recall. As is shown in the figure 5 and figure 6,
when dmin equals to 0.5 or 0.6, the Precision reaches more
than 92%, however Recall is a slightly lower: 67% and
70% respectively. In addition, if using max/min value as
the larger class, in contrast, Recall would be higher than
Precision, we can see the Recalls in figure 6 and figure 5
are both over 84% no matter what the dmin is. In other
words, there are more outliers able to be detected and the
false negative rate is much lower. Contrary to the Recall ,
the Precision is a little low. If the dmin value is 0.4, 0.5 or
0.6, then the Precision ranges from 62% to 81%, it means
that lots of normal metrics are misjudged as outliers, thus
resulting in a high false positive rate. Additionally, when
max/min value represents the larger class and dmin is 0.6,
then the Accuracy closes to 83%. However, if dmin is set to
0.5, the Accuracy is about 80% when using max/min value
and median value, and setting dmin to 0.4 would further
decrease the Accuracy.
6 CASE STUDIES
From [31] we know that, the causes of performance bottle-
neck can be classified four categories: improper configura-
tion, data skew, abnormal nodes and intra-node resource
interference. In this section, based on our detection and
diagnostic methods, we share our experiences on tuning
and diagnosing the performance of Spark and Hadoop
applications, illustrate the three cases in the paper [31] and
an added case for Hadoop job.
6.1 Case-1: Uneven Data Placement
From [31] we know that, the S-WordCount job’s stage
spark stage app-20160630230531-0000 0 have a straggle out-
lier node hw114 when Th D=1.5, and workload imbalance
when BC=0.1. In this paper, we give the automatic diagnos-
tic results in Table 4.
In contrast to other nodes, the priority of data locality
of hw114 is ”ANY” and the average similarity between
hw114 and other slave nodes is 23.57%. That comes about
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TABLE 4
The automatic diagnostic results of Spark job for case-1 .
Stage id: spark stage app-20160630230531-0000 0
Detected straggle outlier node: hw114
Detected workload imbalance: hw114
— Data skew diagnosis:
Skew data size: Null
Uneven data placement: hw114 [ANY:0.06875]
— Abnormal node diagnosis:
Similarity analysis: Similarity ([’hw089’, ’hw062’, ’hw073’,
’hw103’, ’hw114’, ’hw106’], other nodes): [0.8048, 0.7838,
0.8242, 0.7870, 0.2359, 0.8171]
Detected abnormal node: hw114
— Outlier metrics diagnosis:
Mode: [Mean-Value,median,CCRated=0.95,dmin=0.5]:
hw114:(mem usage,ioWaitRatio,diskR band,netS band,netR band)
TABLE 5
The automatic diagnostic results of Hadoop job for case-1.
Stage id: mapStage job 1493084522519 0014
Detected straggle outlier node: Null
Detected workload imbalance: hw106, hw073, hw062, hw114
— Data skew diagnosis:
Skew data size: Null
Uneven data placement: hw073 [RACK LOCAL:0.09469],
hw062 [RACK LOCAL:0.00379]
— Abnormal node diagnosis:
Similarity analysis: Similarity ([’hw062’, ’hw073’,’hw114’,
’hw106’], other nodes): [0.8571, 0.8143,0.8784, 0.8807]
Detected abnormal node: Null
— Outlier metrics diagnosis:
Mode: [Mean-Value,median,CCRated=0.95,dmin=0.5]: Null
because, the uneven data phenomenon placement exists in
hw114. We find that every task on node hw114 needs to read
data from other nodes rather than the local, so that their
task runtime is relatively longer. So we decide to utilize
the HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System) balancer to
optimize the data distribution, then the completion time of
this S-WordCount job is reduced from 218 seconds to 167
seconds, approximately 23.21%.
In addition, we also give a automatic diagnostic results
of Hadoop’s mapStage job 1493084522519 0014 in Table 5. We
can know that this map stage of Hadoop has no obviously
straggle outlier node, but there exist workload imbalances.
In fact, we check the task assignments of hw106, hw114,
hw062 and hw073, which are respectively 228, 159, 44 and
23. It is obvious the assigned tasks in hw073 and hw062
are significantly less than that in the other two nodes, and
the reason is that the localities of hw073 and hw062 are
”RACK LOCAL”, while the localities of hw106 and hw114
are ”NODE LOCAL”.
TABLE 6
The automatic diagnostic results for case-2.
Stage id: spark stage app-20160719212517-0001 2
Detected straggle outlier node: hw089
Detected workload imbalance: hw089
— Data skew diagnosis:
Skew data size: Null
Uneven data placement: Null
— Abnormal node diagnosis:
Similarity analysis: Similarity ([’hw089’, ’hw062’, ’hw073’,
’hw103’, ’hw114’, ’hw106’], other nodes): [0.1198, 0.7667,0.8017
0.7774,0.7995, 0.7974]
Detected abnormal node: hw089
— Outlier metrics diagnosis:
Mode: [Mean-Value,median,CCRated=0.95,dmin=0.5]:
hw089:(cpu usage, ioWaitRatio,weighted io)
6.2 Case-2: Abnormal node
We also give the automatic diagnostic results of the case
spark stage app-20160719212517-0001 2(reported in the paper
[31]) in Table 6. From the automatic diagnostic results we
know that, hw089 is a straggle outlier node and has work-
load imbalance, and it is a abnormal node whose similarity
between others is about 11.98%. Nevertheless, these bottle-
necks problems are not mainly caused by data skew. How-
ever, we do find some outlier metrics, and just find an ab-
normal metric: the average weighted io of hw089 calculated
by Mean-value method is -4177890.23, contrary to common
sense. Since the io time weighted value is 4294936240 at
2016-07-19 22:35:49, while the io time weighted value is
258900 at 2016-07-19 22:35:50. In order to diagnose the root
cause, we further view the system logs, and find that the
disk of hw089 has experienced a high temperate alarm and
Raw Read Error Rate [31].
We can see from case-2, it is necessary to analyze the
correlation between the outlier metrics, for some outlier
metrics may be caused by other metrics, such as case-2,
the abnormal metric weighted io lead to the outlier metrics
cpu usage and ioWaitRatio. Further more, in order to locate
the root cause of abnormal metric, the diagnosis based on
system or RAS logs is also needed.
6.3 Case-3: Intra-Node Resource Interference
The automatic diagnostic results of the case spark stage app-
20160703145107-0001 0 (reported in the paper [31]) in Ta-
ble 7. From the automatic diagnostic results we know that,
there exists two straggle outlier nodes hw062 and hw106,
and it not caused by data skew and abnormal node. How-
ever, the automatic diagnosis tool of BDTune find that the
average L3 MPKI in these two nodes are both larger than
other nodes while the node similarity of all nodes in the
cluster is 93.3%.
7 RELATED WORK
Performance analysis. There have been much prior studies
on building tools to analyze performance for MapReduce
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TABLE 7
The automatic diagnostic results for case-3.
Stage id: spark stage app-20160703145107-0001 0
Detected straggle outlier node: hw062,hw106
Detected workload imbalance:
— Data Skew diagnosis:
Skew data size: Null
Uneven data placement: Null
— Abnormal node diagnosis:
Similarity analysis: Similarity ([’hw089’, ’hw062’, ’hw073’,
’hw103’, ’hw114’, ’hw106’], other nodes): [0.9593, 0.9255,0.9228
0.9437,0.9513, 0.9432]
Detected abnormal node: Null
— Outlier metrics diagnosis:
Mode: [FFT,median,CCRated=0.95,dmin=0.5]:
hw062:(L3 MPKI); hw106:(L3 MPKI)
applications. SONATA [16] propose a correlation-based per-
formance analysis approach for full-system MapReduce op-
timization, it correlates different phases, tasks and resources
for identify critical outliers and recommends optimization
suggestions based on embedded rules, which just uses
the model-based method. HiTune [10] describe a dataflow-
driven performance analysis approach, it reconstruct the
high level, dataflow-based, distributed and dynamic exe-
cution process for each Big Data application. Mochi [32]
is a visual, log-analysis based debugging tool correlates
Hadoops behavior in space, time and volume, and extracts
a causal, unified control and dataflow model of Hadoop
across the nodes of a cluster.
Besides the above tools used to analyze MapReduce
applications, tools for other platforms are also proposed.
Kay et al. [28] use blocked time analysis to quantify the
performance bottlenecks in Spark framework, andMicrosoft
use Artemis [9] to analyze Dryad application, which is
a plug-in mechanism which using statistical and machine
learning algorithms.
Performance anomaly detection and diagnosis. In gen-
eral, anomaly detection is an essential part of performance
diagnosis for Big Data systems. And anomaly detection
techniques can be broadly classified into two groups: data-
driven and model-based.Data-driven methods include near-
est neighbor based methods include distance-based [24], k-
nearest neighbor [30] and local outlier factor [7], and kmeans
clustering [37]. Specifically, A number of node comparison
methods have been adopted for anomaly detection in large-
scale systems [38]. For example, Kahuna [33] aims to diag-
nose performance in MapReduce systems based on the hy-
pothesis that nodes exhibit peer-similarity under fault-free
conditions, and that some faults result in peer-dissimilarity.
Ganesha [29] is a black-box diagnosis technique that ex-
amines OS-level metrics to detect and diagnose faults in
MapReduce systems, especially can diagnose faults that
manifest asymmetrically at nodes. Eagle [17] is a frame-
work for anomaly detection at eBay, which uses density
estimation and PCA algorithms for user behavior analysis.
Kasick et al. [21] developed anomaly detection mechanisms
in distributed environments by comparing system metrics
among nodes. Z. Lan et al. [38] present a practical and
scalable anomaly detection method for large-scale systems,
based on hierarchical grouping, non-parametric clustering,
and two-phase majority voting.
Representative model-based techniques include rule
based methods [13] [14], support vector machine (SVM)
based methods [22], probability model [25], bayesian net-
work based methods [11], etc. For example, Hadoop vaidya
[13] is a rule-based performance diagnostic tool from
MapReduce jobs. Although it can provise recommendations
based on the analysis of runtime statistics, it cannot facili-
tate full-system optimization. CloudDiag [27] can efficiently
pinpoint fine-grained causes of the performance problems
through a black-box tracing mechanisms and without any
domain-specific knowledge. Mantri [6] is a system that
monitors tasks and culls outliers based on their causes, and
then delivers effective mitigation of outliers in MapReduce
networks.
Moreover, the pure data driven diagnosis approach is
promising for relatively simple distributed applications, but
it is very time-consuming and difficult to be used in the
complex Big Data systems. The model driven approach
requires more detailed prior knowledge to achieve better
accuracy, and it is also difficult to adapt for big data
scale. Distinguished from the above works, HybridTune is a
lightweight and extensible tool, which uses a hybrid method
that combining with data driven and model driven diagno-
sis approach. It provides fine-grained spatio-temporal cor-
relation analysis and different diagnosis. Due to the stage-
based and multi-level performance data correlation, it is also
easily extended to semi-realtime detection and can improve
the time effectiveness of diagnosis.
8 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a spatio-temporal correlation
analysis approach based on stage characteristic and distri-
bution characteristic of Big Data applications, which can
associate the multi-level performance data fine-grained. On
the basis of correlation data, we define some rules, build
some suitable datasets through feature selection and vec-
torization for different performance bottlenecks, such as,
workload imbalance, data skew, abnormal node and outlier
metrics. And then, we utilize the model-based and data-
driven algorithms for bottlenecks detection and diagnosis.
In addition, we design and develop a lightweight, extensible
tool HybridTune, and validate the diagnosis effectiveness of
our tool with BigDataBench on several benchmark exper-
iments in which the outperform state-of-the-art methods.
Our experiments show that the accuracy of abnormal/out-
lier detection we obtained reaches about 80%. Furthermore,
we report several Spark and Hadoop use cases, which are
demonstrated how HybridTune supports users to carry out
the performance analysis and diagnosis efficiently on the
Spark and Hadoop applications. we can see that our model-
based and data-driven detection and diagnosis methods
based on spatio-temporal correlation data can pinpoint per-
formance bottlenecks and provide performance optimiza-
tion recommendations for Big Data applications.
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